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WHERE:

WHEN:
5 days in May 2018

WHY:
• Connect Toronto
region businesses
with in-market experts
and intermediaries to
help refine and adapt
their market entry and
expansion strategies

CHINA’S

550M OPPORTUNITY
THE BOARD’S LATEST TRADE MISSION SUPPORTING
THE REGION’S FOOD & BEVERAGE INDUSTRY

• Visit companies
on the ground to
facilitate a stronger
understanding and
access to online and
offline distribution
channels
• Curate 30+ businessto-business meetings
with Chinese retailers
and distributors
• Attend SIAL Shanghai,
Asia’s largest food
innovation exhibition

WHO:

Jan De Silva, the
Board’s President & CEO
Mike Williams, GM,
Economic Development
& Culture Division, City
of Toronto
Scott Brown, VP & Head
of Corporate Banking
for Ontario West Market,
HSBC Bank Canada
Leigh Smout, ED, World
Trade Centre Toronto
16 Toronto region food
& beverage sector
delegates representing
Bonne O, Diamond
Estates Wines & Spirits,
Flow Water, Golden
Ontario Products, Jusu
Bars, King’s Court Estate
Winery, Modgarden, My
Little Chickpea Gourmet
Foods, Oriwest, SoCIAL
LITE Vodka and Sweet &
Friendly Co.

Online edition BOT.com/ONBOARD
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JIM NICHOLSON, The Board’s World Trade Centre Toronto Communications Manager

GOING GLOBAL

China (Shanghai &
Hangzhou)
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C

hina is a land of vast promise for Canadian exporters. It’s the
world’s largest consumer market with a population of more than
1.3 billion. China has become Canada’s second-largest—and
fastest-growing— trading partner with more than $85 billion in
bilateral goods traded in 2016. Canadian exports to China have
annually increased by an average of 12% since 2000, thanks to growing demand
from China’s rising middle class.
China’s food & beverage sector boasts significant opportunity for Canadian companies. More than 550 million Chinese consumers purchase imported
foods—they are especially attracted to Canadian brands, because of our global
reputation for quality and purity. Online, there is exponential potential for Canadian companies to gain entry and expand their market share. China is also the
world’s largest e-commerce market with more than 450 million online shoppers.
Online retail giants such as Alibaba, JD.com and NetEase Kaola are actively
seeking Canadian products for their platforms.
In May, the City of Toronto and World Trade Centre Toronto, led 16 delegates
representing 11 Toronto region food & beverage companies to Shanghai for a
five-day trade mission. The goal was to connect businesses to China’s immense
market opportunities through a combination of site visits to online and offline
distribution channels and curated business-to-business (B2B) meetings with retailers, distributors and other market intermediaries. The mission also provided
access to top export strategy and implementation advisors, legal and compliance experts and other resources to support delegates.

Alibaba Group’s ultra-modern
campus in Hangzhou

Delegates visiting Alibaba Group’s headquarters in Shanghai
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SITE VISITS

Following a welcome dinner on the Bund, the first day
focused on educational presentations from in-market
subject matter experts. Companies such as the Export
Group, the Silk Initiative, Metcash and Accestra imparted best practices and lessons learned from their years
successfully navigating China’s retail market.
A highlight included a visit to WTC-T’s Market Activation Partner, HSBC’s stunning Shanghai facility. “As a
global financial institution, HSBC is uniquely positioned
to help customers around the world grow their businesses through trade,” said Scott Brown, Vice-President & Head of Corporate Banking for Ontario West
Market, HSBC Bank Canada, who also accompanied
the WTC-T mission to China. “It’s exciting to be part of
the delegates’ journey as they make these connections
and expand their business globally. HSBC is proud to
partner with WTC-T to take Toronto region businesses
to the world.”
That evening, delegates were treated to dinner with a
Canadian success story: Boxing Cat Brewery. Boxing Cat,
founded by Canadian and American expatriates in 2008,
was one of the first craft breweries established in China; it
has grown to three brewpub locations along with a central manufacturing facility in Shanghai. In 2017, Boxing Cat
entered into a strategic partnership with global brewing
giant AB InBev, reflecting the strength and potential of the
craft beer segment in a highly competitive market. Boxing
Cat Brewery CEO and co-founder Lee Tseng shared his
own experiences of successfully bringing a brand to China.
“China is definitely a learning process,” Tseng explained.
“Business can be very challenging here, and in many ways
it’s very different from Canada... but if you can challenge
your own perspective and embrace the ‘Chinese’ way of
doing things you can be tremendously successful.”
On the ground learning continued the next day
with a seminar on cross-border staffing at a networking luncheon hosted by immigration consultants Fragomen Worldwide (also a Board of Trade Member).

(Top) The G-Super Store boutique
supermarket in downtown Shanghai
(Bottom) HSBC Canada’s Scott Brown
explains the opportunities and
challenges of doing business in China

CURATED
B2B MEETINGS
Throughout the mission,
delegates participated in
matched B2B meetings
with buyers, distributors
and retailers engaged in
their specific product category. Complementing
the networking events,
these meetings helped
delegates establish vital
business
relationships
to support their Chinese
market objectives. “B2B
meetings are critical to
bringing exporting goals
to life and are what separate WTC-T trade missions apart from others,”
said Leigh Smout, Executive Director of World
Trade Centre Toronto.
“We were excited to
showcase the strength of
the Toronto region’s food
and beverage sector to
the Chinese e-commerce
and retail markets.”
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TRADE EDUCATION

On day two, the delegates travelled to Greenland Group
headquarters and its cutting-edge G-Super Store boutique supermarket for an intimate view of one of China’s
state-of the art physical retail environments. Greenland
Group, a Fortune Global 500 company and one of China’s largest property developers, created the G-Super
premium supermarket brand to provide high-quality
goods to urban residents. The company purchases diverse global products from five continents, covering over
8,000 kinds of imported items—truly realizing their concept of global resources, Chinese market. The first three
G-Super Stores opened in Shanghai in 2014 with great
success and have rapidly expanded to other major cities
across China, with a goal of over 50 locations by the end
of 2018. The Board also signed an MOU with Greenland
Group to establish a Canadian purchasing centre as part
of Mayor Tory’s trade mission to China in 2015.
The following morning, the delegation travelled from
Shanghai to Hangzhou to visit two of China’s leading
e-commerce companies. The first stop was Alibaba Group
headquarters, the world’s largest online retailer, for a tour
of its sprawling campus and a workshop on how to join Alibaba’s platform. Next was a visit to NetEase Kaola, China’s
leading cross-border e-commerce platform, specializing
in offering international brands to middle-class Chinese
consumers. “It’s a privilege to see Toronto businesses
compete and succeed in the world’s largest e-commerce
market,” said Mike Williams, General Manager, Economic
Development & Culture Division, City of Toronto. “Trade
missions give our companies the opportunity to build the
relationships and gain the exposure to new markets that
they need to grow on a global scale.”
The mission was capped off with the delegates attending SIAL Shanghai, Asia’s largest food innovation
exhibition and the fourth-largest food show in the world,
SIAL Shanghai features more than 3,400 exhibitors and
110,000 attendees over the three-day event. “With 14
years of experience leading businesses in China, I know
what an important growth market it can be – particularly
for Canada’s food and beverage and wellness sectors,”
said the Board’s President & CEO, Jan De Silva. “Working with China’s e-commerce platforms, we targeted delegates with sought-after products and provided a handson experience trip to expose them to the market and
what this means for their business at home.”
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THE
DELEGATE
EXPERIENCE
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FLOW WATER

GOLDEN ONTARIO PRODUCTS

Jun He, Board Advisor for Flow Water,
shares insights from his trade mission
experience.

Nancy Kingsley-Hu, Founder & CEO of
Golden Ontario Products, reflects on the value
of establishing in-market connections.

FLOW WATER produces high-quality alkaline
spring water from its exclusive artesian well
in Southwestern Ontario, packaged in an
environmentally friendly Tetra Pak container.
Flow is committed to corporate social
responsibility and environmentally sustainable
business practices. After experiencing
hypergrowth in its first two years, and
achieving North American success, Flow
decided it was time to expand into Asia.
A native of China, Jun He travels back
and forth regularly between the two countries. A contact at Greenland Business Group
suggested the mission and He agreed it
would provide the ideal opportunity to introduce Flow Water’s founder & CEO Nicholas
Reichenbach to this market and get Flow’s
brand in front of Chinese buyers. “I know
China very well, but Nicholas was totally new
to China. I wanted him to see for himself the
business potential,” he explains. The mission
offered the opportunity for He and Reichenbach to learn firsthand about potential
e-commerce and physical retail channels,
and gain some insight on product placement
and pricing in a very competitive market.
Despite his long familiarity with this
market, including experience doing business
with Alibaba, the site visit to the company’s
headquarters─his first time─ stood out as
a highlight for He. “I was very impressed...
the Alibaba campus is stunning.” While
an e-commerce retailer of Alibaba’s scale
presents obvious challenges, the mission
provided guidance and perspective on how
Flow can take advantage of this opportunity.
“These are the partners we need to work
with to grow our business in China. We
learned a lot... It was a great experience.”

A SUCCESSFUL FINANCIAL ADVISOR
in Canada, in late 2009, Nancy Kingsley-Hu
sold her business and moved her family
to Shanghai. There, she started a trading
business focused on importing Canadian
food products, which included pork and beef.
In 2012, she returned to Canada and
founded Golden Ontario Products, purchasing
a beef-processing facility in Mount Forest,
Ontario. After 5 years of operation, the facility
received Chinese accreditation and was licensed
for bone-in and boneless beef exports.
Golden Ontario first heard of WTC-T’s
trade mission at a Canada-China Business
Council event. Kingsley-Hu was excited with
the chance to reintroduce her company to
this market. “Everything is so fluid in China,
it just keeps changing,” she explains. “I was
looking for new partners, and I know from
past experience these missions do a better
job of qualifying participants for business-to-business meetings.”
A mission highlight for Kingsley-Hu
was re-establishing her Chinese contacts,
particularly with the Canadian Chamber of
Commerce in Shanghai and trade
representatives from Global Affairs Canada
and the Government of Ontario: “It’s so
important to have connections with people
who are in the community, doing business
in Shanghai.” She will be returning to China
to follow up on leads generated during the
mission. Her favourite part of the experience was the visit to Boxing Cat Brewery
and the opportunity to reconnect with CEO
Lee Tseng, an old friend. “It’s nice to see
him so successful... it’s important to see that
a Canadian business can be successful on
the ground in a tough market.”
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ORIWEST

SWEET & FRIENDLY CO.

Aamar Khwaja, Founder & CEO of
Modgarden, offers insights on his recent
visit to China

Alain Huang, President of Oriwest,
explains the appeal of China’s
cross-border e-commerce platforms

Andrew Reid, Co-founder & CEO of Sweet
& Friendly Co., reflects on the opportunities
and challenges of exporting to China

MODGARDEN IS POSITIONED to
impact the way people source food. Their
product, tinyFarm, shrinks a real farm
into a tiny household appliance designed
for a condo or home. It’s an affordable,
modular organic vegetable growing system
allowing people to grow a variety of living
vegetables—leafy greens, micro-greens
and common kitchen herbs—in real soil at
the touch of a button.
Aamar Khwaja recognized the immense
potential of the WTC-T trade mission. “China has a keen interest in Canadian products
as the country is perceived as arguably the
most pristine and pure in the world,” he
explains. “That’s where my product sits—at
the intersection of green, eco-friendly, clean
food and improving health.” The mission
helped showcase Modgarden’s concept to a
carefully selected audience, and Khwaja was
able to connect with both interested distributors and a potential private investor.
The site visit to Alibaba also made a
distinct impression on Khwaja: “China is
incredibly advanced digitally and technologically, with developing efficiency… but
they still need Western inspired content and
innovation. This is an incredible opportunity,
for Canadian products especially, to make
inroads here business-wise.”
A key takeaway for Khwaja from the
experience overall was to prepare and research as much as possible before boarding
the plane. His method for reaching the
Chinese market? “Ask lots of questions and
be very pointed and specific in what you are
looking for. That’s the most effective way
to meet the right people and achieve your
desired objectives.”

ORIWEST WAS FOUNDED in 2004 to
support worldwide distribution of the finest
food and health products.
Its launch was spurred by the emergence
of the natural and healthy lifestyle trend. Oriwest helps people replace harmful chemicals
with natural essential oils. Today, the company
is one of Canada’s major vegan skincare and
aromatherapy-related product suppliers.
Alain Huang wanted to capitalize Chinese
consumers’ demand for natural, healthy
lifestyle and wellness products, but was unsure how and where to start. When an EDC
representative suggested the WTC-T trade
mission as a possible avenue, Huang jumped
on the chance to identify the appropriate
channels to reach this new market.
Oriwest’s main mission objective was to
learn as much as possible about Alibaba and
NetEase Kaola’s cross-border e-commerce
opportunities: “This solution bypasses many
of the regulatory difficulties around exporting skincare and cosmetic products to other
countries,” Huang explains. “It allows us to
test the market through online sales, without
making a heavy upfront investment.”
He also found the market entry advice
offered on the mission invaluable. “We have
some very good products, and we know
there is a big demand in China but we didn’t
really know the best way to approach that
market, or the ‘how’ and ‘where’ to get that
information. That’s why the mission was so
helpful.” His next steps are to apply those
lessons to initiate Oriwest’s initial foray into
China. “By utilizing social media and targeting our consumer groups more precisely, we
can leverage these online platforms to get
our products into the market.”

SWEET & FRIENDLY CO. is an innovative
confectionary company specializing in a
zero-calorie, all-natural, low-glycemic index
sweetener along with a myriad of other
sweeteners and products. Its goal is to give
the population healthy products that do
not forego taste or quality.
To Andrew Reid, the appeal of the WTC-T
mission was obvious: “The Chinese market
is too large to take on alone, for one,” he
explains. “I wanted to visit China and see
what kinds of inroads we could make, what
the challenges and opportunities would be
and whether we could find potential partners
to help us.”
He initially found the scale of the market
overwhelming. “There are so many people
in our space, so many companies... how do
you fit in? For a high-end, higher price-point
product like ours, finding the right distributor
to get your product out there is not an easy
task. The business-to-business meetings can
really help you get your foot in the door and
understand what different companies are
looking for.”
Reid was impressed with the large
Chinese e-commerce retailers Alibaba
and NetEase Kaola and the rapid pace of
business development. He enjoyed the site
visits, as they also confirmed Reid’s interest
in testing the waters with a partner on a
smaller scale–his next step is to find such
a partner. “Everyone wants to be with the
biggest company, but they can also get
lost,” he observes. “We want someone
eager and driven, who wants to get us over
there and can map out a route for us to
achieve that.”
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MODGARDEN

Funded by

Match Your
business to the
right export
opportunities.

This technology-enabled service makes
it easier to ﬁnd relevant export
opportunities. Sign up today to start
receiving customized updates on
services, funding programs, resources,
trade missions and more.

The World Trade Centre Toronto is proud to
introduce its members to the Magnet Export
Business Portal.

To sign up, please visit our website at wtct.magnet.today
Get started in 2 minutes – it’s free

